How to Persuade
Your Boss to Pay
for SearchLove

I launched an idea I got from that @Distilled
conference. It brought a 7100% ROI. I love
#SearchLove

SearchLove is a 2 day singletrack conference aimed at
SEO practitioners wanting to
get to the next level.

David Cohen, CollegePlus

We want our delegates to learn more from our
conference than any other SEO event. In working towards
this goal, we have opted for a single-track conference, with
each speaker having a keynote-style 45 minutes to dig
deep into their topic.

You only need one or two great ideas
from a seminar to make it worth your
while but I head home with a notepad
full of new possibilities after a Distilled
seminar. They attract the best speakers in
the industry and get them to give up the
latest ideas that are working right now.

We believe that short sessions and panels
detract from the opportunities to learn and
that by having a single track attended by all
delegates, we force our speakers to bring
their A games.

This is one of the best
marketing conferences I’ve
ever attended. I walked
away with more good ideas
than I’ll be able to execute
in the next six months
Andy Pitre, HubSpot

Scott Roemermann, Klikki

Rand Fishkin
see the full video
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What can you expect at our SearchLove Conference
Speakers at Distilled's conferences have a tough time. We're put under a huge
amount of pressure to deliver. And not just ideas that sound good, but concrete,
actionable advice that the attendees can implement immediately after. What's
more, we know it'll be an advanced crowd. That means we can't get away with
giving out the same advice that people have heard before. We have to share the
same tactics we're using each day to deliver ROI for our clients. If SearchLove
weren't such a great opportunity to meet new people, I'd never dare share this
advice with anyone else.
Stephen Pavlovich Conversion Factory

We coach our speakers hard in the run up to the
event - on topic, content and style. We believe
that the more work we put in to support them,
the more value they will offer our delegates. We
push them to research and create new material
and we reward excellence and don’t invite back
anything resembling a sales pitch.

We know we are an upstart in the space and we
feel the need to differentiate ourselves on our
content. We take notes in each others’ sessions and
we’re sure you will too. It’s always a big commitment
to leave the office for a couple of days - not to
mention the cost of attending - but we look forward
to proving the benefits to your business.

Some additional
benefits:
You can sit down with our
consultants and get personal 1-1
advice for your site completely
inclusive
Our networking events let you ask
off-the-record questions of speakers
and attendees alike
You get all the slide decks to
download and share back at the office

Covering advanced
actionable tactics across the
full range of SEO activities,
delegates will come away
with state of the art tips and
tricks in:

› Link building
› Link bait
› Social media promotion
› Keyword research
› Content strategies

› Information architecture
› SEO friendly web development
› Process and implementation
› Tools and software
…and more - you can see the full
schedules here: NYC and London

How Our Conferences Are Rated
Average % positive feedback (ratings of good or excellent) for content and speaker for 4 conference

Overall content difficulty ratings for 4 conferences

FAQS
Are there opportunities to ask
the speakers questions?

Is this event for me? I work in-house
/ agency / freelance.

Do I need to be an expert to
attend the conference?

Are there any group discounts?

Yes, there are ample networking
opportunities, during the breaks and at
the parties - we encourage our speakers
to stay around for the whole two days.

No, we pitch our sessions at an advanced
level to ensure the content is new and
actionable. If there’s something you are
unclear on then you can always look it up
afterwards or ask someone in one of the
breaks.

Yes it’s for everyone.We ensure our speakers
cover all areas.You can expect sessions on big
business experience as well as SMEs and inhouse.
Yes, we offer buy 4 get 1 free, and buy 8 get
2 free. If these aren’t suitable, get in touch:
events@distilled.net

Will the conference be recorded?

Yes, we film all of our conferences and offer a
discounted rate to all delegates to purchase
the recording.

